
Minecraft Journal Day One 

 

 I’m stuck somewhere because my plane crashed, and I must worry about 

surviving in this foreign place. I gathered some scraps of wood and pears from some 

trees that had been destroyed by the crash. Then, I found a small cavern of water on a 

plain. Then, I made a storage container and a small wooden pick, which I used to get 

some coal. With the coal and some wooden sticks, I made some torches so that other 

planes might see me if they passed by. I also found a waterfall caused by melting snow 

on a mountain. After all this work, night fell and two brigands attacked me, but I safely 

got away. 

 

Minecraft Journal Day Two 

 

 When I woke up, I thought about trying to extract precious metals, like iron, gold, 

diamond, and emerald and coal from the ground. I found a cave with plenty of coal, 

some iron, and a little bit of gold and emerald. The coal was put on a wooden stick and 

lit on fire, making a torch so I can see and maybe so others can see me. By the time I 

was finished mining, it was night and I decided to explore. While I was exploring, I was 

knocked unconscious by some thugs, who stole all my items and dragged back to my 

camp. When I tried to reclaim my items, I was knocked unconscious again and brought 

back to camp. I then again tried to find my items, and I fell and lost consciousness, and 

was dragged back to camp. On my next attempt I was knocked unconscious and 

dragged back to camp again. Finally, the sun rose and the thieves left. I could not find 

my items, but I saw a village nearby. Maybe I will visit it. 

 

Minecraft Journal Day Three 

 

 I decided to go to the village, but I also constructed an SOS sign of dirt and a 

wooden structure just in case I could not make it to the village. Before I left to walk to 

the village, something exploded right beside me, and I was knocked unconscious by 



thieves again and taken back to the woods where I first woke up. When I tried to reclaim 

my items, the same thing happened again. I then managed to finally reclaim my items 

and I decided to rush to the village I saw to escape any further harm. Unfortunately, I 

was knocked unconscious again, robbed, and taken back to the woods. I then tried to 

find by items again, and was knocked unconscious and taken back to the woods, again. 

I tried again to find my materials, with the same result. I then managed to find my items, 

but was knocked unconscious, taken back to the same woods, and robbed before I 

could reach the village. Finally, the sun rose and I managed to reach the village, with no 

items. 

 

Minecraft Journal Day Four 

 

 Here is a picture I took of the SOS I made: 

 
And here is a picture the little wooden shelter I made: 



 
 

Unfortunately, I had to leave these behind when I went to the village. 

 When I arrived at the village, I was greeted by the townsmen, who gave me food 

and shelter. In return, I offered to defend the town from the thugs and help find minerals. 

I mined for most of the day, finding some iron, and then defended the village at night. 

The next day I mined, but I rested during the night. I hope I can do this and coexist with 

the villagers until help arrives, or maybe I can live peacefully here for the rest of my life. 

Right now I’m going to go to sleep, hoping that maybe help will come. 
 

 Note: this journal was recovered from the burned wreckage of a village. All 

inhabitants in the village at the time of the fire were killed. It is unclear whether the fire 

was accidental or intentionally set, and if it was intentional, who started the flame. The 

plane described in this journal was found, and we have made contact with the 

‘thieves’.  An investigation is underway to solve this whole mystery. 
 


